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Abstract—Many images uploaded to social networks are related
to travel, since people consider traveling to be an important event
in their life. However, a significant amount of travel images on the
Internet lack proper geographical annotations or tags. In many
cases, the images are tagged manually. One way to make this time-
consuming manual tagging process more efficient is to propagate
tags from a small set of tagged images to the larger set of un-
tagged images automatically. In this paper, we present a system
for automatic geotag propagation in images based on the simi-
larity between image content (famous landmarks) and its context
(associated geotags). In such a scenario, however, an incorrect or
a spam tag can damage the integrity and reliability of the auto-
mated propagation system. Therefore, for reliable geotags prop-
agation, we suggest adopting a user trust model based on social
feedback from the users of the photo-sharing system. We compare
this socially-driven approach with other user trust models via ex-
periments and subjective testing on an image database of various
famous landmarks. Results demonstrate that relying on user feed-
back is more efficient, since the number of propagated tags more
than doubles without loss of accuracy compared to using other
models or propagating without trust modeling.

Index Terms—Geotags, object duplicate detection, social net-
works, social tagging, spam combatting, tag propagation, trust
modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

S OCIAL networks and photo sharing websites have become
increasingly popular in recent years, since people use them

to interact with each other by sharing their own interests or
activities and exploring shared content (e.g., photo, video, text,
and audio) of others. This sharing trend has resulted in a contin-
uously growing volume of publicly available photos on Flickr1,
Picasa2, and Facebook3. For instance, 219 billion photos have
been uploaded on Facebook since 2005 [1]. Tagging is one
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of the popular mechanisms that helps managing large volume
of photos. Tags, when combined with search technologies,
are essential in resolving user queries targeting shared photos.
However, tagging a lot of photos by hand is a time-consuming
task. Users typically tag a small number of the shared photos
only, leaving most of the other photos with incomplete meta-
data. This lack of metadata decreases the precision of search,
because photos without proper annotations are typically much
harder to retrieve than correctly annotated photos.
A significant subset of shared photos in social networks or

photo sharing websites is travel related. Travel is an impor-
tant type of event for which people like to share, annotate, and
search pictures. Usually, the most salient region in a travel re-
lated image corresponds to a specific landmark or object. When
users annotate such images, they link a geotag to the object de-
picted in the image. For the majority of travel images on the In-
ternet, however, proper geographical annotations are not avail-
able. In order to speed up the time-consuming manual tagging
process, geotags can be propagated based on the similarity be-
tween image content (usually famous landmarks) and context
(associated geotags).
One important challenge in tagging is to identify most appro-

priate tags for given content, and at the same time, to eliminate
noisy or spam tags. Shared photos can be associated with inap-
propriate tags for several reasons. First of all, users are human
beings and make mistakes. Moreover, it is possible to provide
wrong tags on purpose for advertisement, self-promotion, or to
increase the rank of a particular tag in automatic search engines.
Finally, wrong machine tags, such as longitude and latitude,
can be automatically assigned to images captured with cam-
eras equipped with GPS devices due to bad or noisy commu-
nication channels with GPS satellites or wireless access points.
Kennedy et al. [2] analyzed the Flickr website and revealed that
the tags provided by users are often imprecise and only around
50% of tags are correctly assigned to images. Fig. 1 shows ex-
amples of imprecise or spam tags and incorrect geotags found
on Flickr website. Beside the tag-photo association, spam ob-
jects can take other forms, i.e., possibly manifesting as spam
photos or spam users (spammers). Therefore, for the practical
tag propagation system, it is important to consider user trust in-
formation derived from users’ tagging behavior. Trust provides
a natural security policy stipulating that users or photos with low
trust values should be investigated or eliminated.
In this paper, we consider traveling as one of the human ac-

tivities highly influenced by social media in recent years [3]. As
majority of travelers read blogs and reviews, and watch photos
to select destinations, it is important to increase photos “find-
ability” through geotagging of famous landmarks in images.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIVE RECENT TECHNIQUES THAT COMBINE GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT AND VISUAL CONTENT

FOR AUTOMATIC GEOTAGGING OF IMAGES

Fig. 1. Examples of imprecise or spam tags and incorrect geotags in
Flickr: (a) wrong tags—only a few tags in the list are related to the image, while
the rest is irrelevant (e.g., yellow, love, doggy), (b) incorrect geotags—the left
side of the picture shows the point placed at incorrect location acquired from
GPS-enabled camera, while the right side shows the manually created Google
Maps point with correct data and the incorrect point slightly above on the
bridge.

For accurate and reliable automatic geotagging, we previously
proposed to combine the object (e.g., famous landmark) dupli-
cate detection with the user trust modeling [4]. The user trust
modeling reduces the risk of propagating wrong tags caused by
spamming or faulty annotation. In a real-life scenario, an image
with unknown landmark will be automatically tagged with ei-
ther one geotag or none, depending on the level of similarity
with the known (trained) landmarks. This scenario is denoted
as open set problem in our previous work [4]. The less complex
scenario is closed set problem, where each test image depicting
unknown landmark is assumed to correspond to exactly one of
the known landmarks. Therefore, the test image gets assigned
to the most probable trained landmark and the corresponding
geotag is propagated to the test image. Although we use the
proposed automatic geotagging system, in this paper we do not
focus on its evaluation of computational efficiency, nor on com-
parison of different geotagging methods.
The focus of this paper is on comparison of several techniques

for trust modeling in social tagging systems, namely Koutrika
et al. [5], Liu et al. [6], Xu et al. [7], Krestel and Chen [8], and
Ivanov et al. [4]. The last trust model is our approach, which
was proposed together with the system architecture for auto-
matic geotagging applied in this paper. In this paper, we com-
pare our socially-driven user trust model with four other models.
The effectiveness of these models is demonstrated through a
set of experiments on an image database with different land-
marks. To create an environment for trust modeling where ob-
ject duplicate detection performs well, we consider only closed

set problem. This constrain allows us to thoroughly analyze and
compare trust models, while having less errors introduced in the
system by the object duplicate detection module. Using robust
trust model and robust object duplicate detection, we can create
more accurate system. Spam in social systems can not be con-
trolled, however, the performance of object duplicate detection
can be improved, which will lead to more accurate system for
automatic geotagging with trust modeling.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as fol-

lows. We introduce related work of geotagging in Section II.
Selected trust models are presented in Section III. Section IV
summarizes our approach for geotag propagation between im-
ages. Evaluation methodology and results for comparison of
trust models are presented in Sections V and VI, respectively.
Finally, Section VII concludes the paper with a summary and
some perspectives for the future work.

II. GEOTAGGING IN SOCIAL NETWORKS AND SHARING
WEBSITES

The proposed system is related to different research fields
including visual analysis, geographic information systems, and
social networking and tagging systems. Therefore, the goal of
this section is to review the most relevant work in the fields of
joint analysis of visual content and geographical context, and
manual tagging, while the next section provides insight into trust
modeling in social tagging systems.
In the last several years, an important trend in multimedia un-

derstanding is modeling and extracting value from geographical
context, such as GPS coordinates, and visual content, such as
photo description. Different research problems and significant
approaches in this field are summarized by Luo et al. [9]. In this
section, we focus on some of the representative image retrieval
approaches that rely on a variety of image or landmark descrip-
tors combined with geographic information. These approaches
are summarized in Table I.
A pioneering paper in this area by Hays and Efros [10]

proposed an algorithm called IM2GPS to estimate the locations
of a single image using a purely data-driven scene matching
approach. Given a test image, the algorithm finds the visual
nearest neighbors in the database and estimates a geolocation
of the image from the GPS coordinates of the tagged nearest
neighbors. The estimated image location is represented as a
probability distribution over the Earth’s surface. However, the
IM2GPS approach showed low recognition accuracy due to
low-level features. While IM2GPS uses a set of more than
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6 million training images, its general applicability is incon-
clusive, because the performance was verified only on 237
hand-selected test images.
Kennedy and Naaman [11] presented a method to search

representative landmark images from a large collection of
geotagged images. This method uses tags and the geographical
location representing a landmark. The visual features (global
color and texture features, and Scale Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT)) are analyzed to cluster landmark images into
visually similar groups. The method has been proven to be
effective for extraction of the representative image sets for a
given landmark. But since it cannot be applied to untagged
images, its applicability is limited. The recent work of Zheng
et al. [12] automatically finds frequently photographed land-
marks from a large collection of geotagged photos. The authors
perform clustering on GPS coordinates and visual texture
features from the image pool and extract landmark names as
the most frequent tags associated with the particular visual
cluster. Additionally, they extract landmark names from the
travel guide articles, such as Wikitravel4, and visually cluster
photos gathered by querying Google Images5. However, the
test set they use is quite limited—728 images in total for a
124-category problem, or less than 6 test images per landmark.
Another application that combines textual and visual tech-

niques has been proposed by Quack et al. [13]. The authors de-
veloped a system that crawls photos on the internet and identi-
fies clusters of images referring to a common object (physical
items at fixed locations), and events (special social occasions
taking place at certain times). The clusters are created based
on the pair-wise visual similarities between the images, and the
metadata of the clustered photos are used to derive labels for
the clusters. Finally, Wikipedia6 articles are attached to the im-
ages and the validity of these associations is checked. Gammeter
et al. [14] extends this idea towards object-based auto-annota-
tion of holiday photos in a large database that includes landmark
buildings, statues, scenes, pieces of art, with help of external re-
sources such as Wikipedia. In both [13] and [14], GPS coordi-
nates are used to precluster objects which may not be always
available.
A commercial application by Google, called Google Gog-

gles7, is created for landmark search on mobile phones. It also
detects logos, book and DVD covers, artworks, and products.
Most of the photo sharing websites (e.g., Flickr, Picasa,

Panoramio8, Zooomr9), provide information about where im-
ages were taken in form of maps or groups. This information
is either provided by an external GPS sensor and stored as
image metadata (Exchangeable Image File Format (EXIF)
[15], International Press Telecommunications Council (IPTC)
[16]), or manually annotated via geocoding.
The main disadvantages of the above systems is that they rely

on GPS coordinates to derive geographical annotation, which is

4http://www.wikitravel.com
5http://images.google.com
6http://www.wikipedia.org
7http://www.google.com/mobile/goggles
8http://www.panoramio.com
9http://www.zooomr.com

Fig. 2. General model of a social tagging system is represented as a tripartite
graph structure which includes three kinds of nodes (objects): users, content, and
tags. An edge linking a user, a tag, and a content represents a tag assignment.

not available for the majority of web images and photos, since
only a few camera models are equipped with GPS devices. Fur-
thermore, a GPS sensor in a camera provides only the location of
the photographer instead of that of the captured landmark, which
may be up to several kilometers away. Therefore, the GPS co-
ordinates alone may not be enough to distinguish between two
landmarks within a city. Describing landmarks through loca-
tion names rather than GPS coordinates is not only more reli-
able but also more expressive. A recent study by Hollenstein
and Purves [17] indicated that geotagging should follow the
way people actually describe locations, i.e., it is more conve-
nient to use: Church of Saint Sava in Belgrade, rather than:
latitude 44.798083 and longitude 20.46855. Therefore, there is
a growing interest in the research community to derive geo-
graphic locations of the scenes in photos based on visual and
text features.

III. TRUST MODELING IN GEOTAGGING APPLICATIONS

When information is exchanged on the Internet, malicious
individuals are everywhere trying to take advantage of the in-
formation exchange structure for their own benefit, while both-
ering and spamming others. In this section, we present and dis-
cuss several techniques for combatting noise and spam through
trust modeling in social tagging systems. First, we introduce the
model of a social tagging system. Then, we present in details the
five recent techniques for user trust modeling that are suitable
for a specific application of geotagging and can be used in geo-
tagging the shared content and efficient propagation of such tags
throughout the untagged content.
The entities (or objects) that make up the model of a social

tagging system [18] are shown in Fig. 2. The model consists of
users who interact with the system, content (resources or doc-
uments), which is a piece of information such as photo, video,
textual document, or web pages; and tags, the descriptions as-
signed to the piece of the content by users. The action of asso-
ciating a tag to a content by a user is usually referred to as tag
assignment [6]. Depending on the system under consideration,
a user can assign one or several tags to each content.
Trust modeling methods can be categorized into two classes

according to the target of trust, i.e., content and user trust mod-
eling, as we previously reported in [19]. Content trust modeling
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF FIVE TRUST MODELING TECHNIQUES USED FOR COMBATTING NOISE AND SPAM IN SOCIAL TAGGING SYSTEMS

TABLE III
NOTATIONS USED TO DESCRIBE TRUST MODELS CONSIDERED

IN THIS PAPER

is to classify content as spam or legitimate. In this case, the
target of trust is a content, and thus a trust value is given to each
content. In user trust modeling, trust is given to each user based
on the information extracted from a user’s account, his/her inter-
action with other participants within the social network, and/or
the relationship between the content and tags that the user con-
tributed to the social network. Given a user trust value, the user
might be flagged as a legitimate user or spammer. Table II sum-
marizes five user trust models, which we then describe in more
details (in the same order as they are presented in the table).
And Table III summarizes the notations used for their detailed
description. These methods are different in the targeted media
content, for which the geotagging is used, the applications they
are intended for, and the required level of participation from the
users of the geotagging system.

A. A Coincidence-Based Model

Koutrika et al. [5] were the first to explicitly discuss methods
of tackling spamming activities in social tagging systems. The
authors studied the impact of spamming through a framework
for modeling social tagging systems and user tagging behavior.
They proposed a method for ranking content matching a tag
based on taggers’ reliability in social bookmarking service
Delicious. Their coincidence-based model for query-by-tag
search estimates the level of agreement among different users
in the system for a given tag. A bookmark is ranked high if it is

tagged correctly by many reliable users. A user is more reliable
if his/her tags more often coincide with other users’ tags.
In more formal way, the following calculations are per-

formed:

(1)

(2)

(3)

where , coincidence factor of the user , is the number of
other users who assigned the same tag to the same document
as the user did. Score of the document with respect to the

tag , denoted as , is calculated as a normalized value
of over all users who assigned to . Finally, a trust value of
the user , , is the sum of over all
tag assignments by .
Koutrika et al. performed a variety of evaluations of their trust

model on controlled (simulated) dataset by populating a tagging
system with different user tagging behavior models, including
a good user, bad user, targeted attack model and several other
models. Using controlled data, interesting scenarios that are not
covered by real-world data could be explored. It was shown that
spam in tag search results using the coincidence-based model
is ranked lower than in results generated by, e.g., a traditional
occurrence-based model, where content is ranked based on the
number of posts that associate the content to the query tag.

B. A Wisdom of Crowds Model

Liu et al. [6] proposed a simple but effective approach for de-
tecting spam content in Delicious, by harvesting the wisdom of
crowds. An information value of a bookmark is defined as the
average number of times that each tag of the content is assigned
by different users. A low information value of a bookmark in-
dicates a divergence from crowds, which can be considered as
a spam content. Furthermore, this method was extended to user
trust modeling by aggregating the information values for each
user.
All measures are defined as follows:

(4)
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(5)

(6)

(7)

where represents the tag’s tagging information value
with respect to document , and is the information value
of the content (document) with respect to user . The impor-
tance of the document is defined by . Finally, a trust value
of the user , , is calculated as the weighted average
of the information value of the content tagged by user , with
the importance of the document as weight.
An interesting point is that, for the time being, Liu et al. col-

lected the largest dataset for trust modeling by crawling Deli-
cious [19]. This dataset had around 82 thousand users, 1.1 mil-
lion tags, 9.3 million bookmarks and 17.4 million tag-bookmark
associations.

C. An “Authority” Model Based On Goodness of Tags

Xu et al. [7] introduced the concept of “authority” in social
bookmarking systems, where they measured the goodness of
each tag with respect to a content by the sum of the authority
scores of the users who have assigned the tag to the content.
Authority scores and goodness are iteratively updated by using
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm, which was
initially used to rank web pages based on their linkage on the
web [20].
Following measures are defined and iteratively calculated:

(8)

(9)

where , is the goodness of each tag with
respect to a content , and represents a trust value
(authority score) of the user . Initial settings in this iterative
approach are: and . The
number of iterations is set to .

D. A Cooccurrence Model

In contrast to the approach of Xu et al. [7], Krestel and Chen
[8] iteratively updated values for users only. The authors pro-
posed to use a spam value propagation technique to propagate
trust values through a social graph in BibSonomy, where edges
between nodes (in this case, users) indicate the number of
common tags supplied by users, common content annotated by
users and/or common tag-content pairs used by users. Starting
from a manually assessed set of nodes labeled as spammers
or legitimate users with the initial spam values, a TrustRank
metric is used to calculate and iteratively update spam values
for all users. TrustRank metric is previously introduced in [21]

to semiautomatically separate reputable from spam web pages.
This metric relies on an important empirical observation called
approximate isolation of the good set: good pages seldom point
to bad ones.
All measures are calculated as follows:

(10)

(11)

(12)

where , is the weight of the edge be-
tween users and in the social graph and is
the corresponding transition matrix. A trust value of the user ,

, is iteratively calculated. Initial setting in this
iterative approach is: , where repre-
sents the trust values of the seed users. The number of iterations
is set to .
The approach of Krestel and Chen is more sophisticated

than the approach of Xu et al. [7] in that multiple relationships,
such as tag cooccurrence, content cooccurrence and tag-content
cooccurrence, can be taken into account, rather than consid-
ering only the tag-content pairs shared by users.

E. User Reliability Based Model

In this section, we describe our own approach for user trust
modeling in image tagging, which was proposed in Ivanov et al.
[4]. First, we evaluate the trust or reliability of users by making
use of their past behavior in tagging. We want to distinguish
between users who provide reliable geotags, and those who do
not. After user evaluation and trust model creation, tags will be
propagated to other photos in the database only if the user is
trusted. Assuming that there are users who tag training
images, a matrix , and , is
defined as:

if
otherwise.

(13)

The process of comparing the propagated tags to ground truth
tags can be done automatically using tag similaritymeasures, for
example WordNet [22] or Google distance [23] measures. Nev-
ertheless, we considered only manually defined ground truth for
our experiments.
A trust value for user , , is computed as the

percentage of the correctly tagged images among all images
tagged by user :

(14)
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Fig. 3. Overview of the system for geotag propagation in images. The object duplicate detection is trained with a small set of images with associated geotags.
The created object (landmark) models are matched against untagged images. The resulting matching scores serve as an input to the tag propagation module, which
propagates the corresponding tags to the untagged images. Given a user trust model, only the tags from reliable users are propagated.

In this approach, ground truth data are used for the estimation
of the user trust value. However, for a practical photo sharing
system, such as Panoramio, it is not necessary to collect ground
truth data since user feedback can replace them. The main idea
is that users evaluate tagged images by assigning a true or a
false flag to the tag associated with an image. If the user assigns
a false flag, then he/she needs to suggest a correct tag for the
image. The more misplacements a user has, the more untrusted
he/she is. By applying this method, spammers and unreliable
users can be efficiently detected and eliminated. Therefore, the
user trust value is calculated as the ratio between the number of
true flags and all associated flags over all images tagged by that
user. The number of misplacements in Panoramio is analogous
to the number of wrongly tagged images in our approach.
In case that a spammer attacks the system, other users can col-

laboratively eliminate the spammer. First, the spammer wants to
make other users untrusted, so he/she assigns many false flags
to the tags given by the trusted users and sets new wrong tags to
these images. In this way, the spammer becomes trusted. Then,
other users correct the tags given by the spammer, so that the
spammer becomes untrusted and all of his/her feedbacks in the
form of flags are not considered in the whole system. Finally,
previously trusted users, who were untrusted due to spammer
attack, recover their status. Following this scenario, the user
trust value can be constructed by making use of the feedbacks
from other users who agree or disagree with the tagged loca-
tion. However, due to the lack of a suitable dataset which pro-
vides user feedback, the evaluation of the user trust scenario is
based on the simulation of the social network environment as
described in details in [4].

IV. AN AUTOMATED LANDMARK TAGGING

Based on the user reliability trust modeling described in
Section III-E, we built the solution for geotag propagation
between images. The main innovation of such system is the

combination of object duplicate detection and user trust mod-
eling for accurate and reliable geotag propagation. The system
architecture has been proposed previously in [4] and is illus-
trated here in Fig. 3. It contains three functional modules, each
of which has a specific task: object duplicate detection, tag
propagation, and user trust modeling. As the focus of this paper
is on trust modeling, the object duplicate detection [24] and tag
propagation [4] modules are only summarized briefly below.
The user trust modeling module is powered by alternating the
five trust models described in Section III, and then the perfor-
mance of the trust module and the whole system is measured,
and results are reported and analyzed in Section VI.
The system takes a small set of training images with asso-

ciated geotags to create the corresponding object (landmark)
models. These object models are used to detect objects dupli-
cated in a set of untagged images. As a result, matching scores
between the models and the images are obtained. According to
the scores, the tag propagation module makes decisions about
which geotags should be propagated to the individual images.
Given a user trust model which describes the tagging reliability
of each user, only the tags from the users who are trusted are
propagated to the photos in the dataset.

A. Object Duplicate Detection

The goal of the object duplicate detection module is to de-
tect the presence of a target object in an image based on an ob-
ject model created from training images. Duplicate objects may
vary from their perspective, have different size, or be modified
versions of the original objects after minor manipulations, as
long as such manipulations do not change their identity. This
is especially true for images related to travel, where tourists
tend to take a lot of photos from different distances and view-
points around a famous landmark. The basic idea of applying
object duplicate detection for geotag propagation is that travel
images typically depict distinctive landmarks (buildings, moun-
tains, bridges, etc.), which can be considered as object dupli-
cates.
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Training is performed as follows: given a set of images, fea-
tures are extracted and a spatial graph model describing the ob-
ject, i.e., landmark, is created for each of the landmarks. In our
case, one training image per landmark is used to create a graph
model. First, regions of interest (ROIs) in an image are extracted
using the Hessian affine detector [25] and each of these regions
is described using SIFT features [26]. These features are robust
to arbitrary changes in viewpoints. Then, hierarchical k-means
clustering [27] is applied to the features, to group them based
on their similarity. The result of the hierarchical clustering is
used for the fast approximation of the nearest neighbor search,
to efficiently resolve feature matching in the test phase. Finally,
a spatial graph model is constructed to improve the accuracy of
the feature matching with a test image. The graph model con-
siders the scale, orientation, position, and neighborhood of fea-
tures. The nodes of the graph are the features of the training
images. The edges of the graph connect features with their spa-
tial nearest neighbors. The attributes of edges are the distance
and orientation of the neighbors. These attributes are important
for the matching step in the test phase.
To detect the presence of the landmark within a test image,

the features are extracted from the image in the same way de-
scribed above. These features are matched to those in the graph
model derived from the training images. Feature matching
is performed using a one-to-one nearest neighbor matching,
where the hierarchical clustering is used to efficiently resolve
the nearest neighbor search. Considering only matched fea-
tures and their positions, a spatial graph model of the query
image is constructed in the same way described in the training
phase. Then, graph matching is applied between two graph
models to identify the local correspondences between regions
in the training and the test image. Finally, for the global object
matching and matching score computation, the general Hough
transform [28] is applied on the nodes of the matched graph.
The matching scores represent the pair-wise comparison of
training and test images.
More details about the proposed object duplicate detection

approach are presented in [24], [29].

B. Tag Propagation

The goal of the tag propagation module is to propagate the
geotags from the tagged to the untagged images according to
the matching scores, provided by the object duplicate detection
module. As a result, labels from the training set are propagated
to the same object found in the test set.
The geographical metadata (geotags) embedded in the image

file usually consist of location names and/or GPS coordinates,
but may also include altitude, viewpoint, etc. Two of the most
commonly used metadata formats for image files are EXIF and
IPTC. In this paper, we consider the existing IPTC schema and
introduce a hierarchical order for a subset of the available geo-
tags, namely: city (name of the city where image was taken) and
sublocation (area or name of the landmark), for example, Paris
(Eiffel Tower) and Budapest (Parliament).
It was shown in [4] that tag propagation module supports

two application scenarios: closed and open set problem. In this
paper, we will consider only closed set problem to create an

environment for trust modeling where object duplicate detec-
tion performs well, as already explained in Section I. In the
closed set problem, each test image is assumed to correspond
to exactly one of the known (trained) landmarks. Therefore, the
test image gets assigned to the most probable trained landmark,
based on the matching scores provided by the object duplicate
detection module, and the corresponding tag is propagated to
the test image. The closed set problem is evaluated in Section V
as recognition task, while the evaluation of the open set problem
was presented as detection task in [4].
In a more detailed way, the tag propagation can be explained

as follows. The object duplicate detection module provides a
matching score matrix . It represents the pair-wise compar-
ison of the trained images (landmarks) , and the
test images , where and are number of
training and test images, respectively. Then we find the max-
imum score for each test image and propagate the geotag of
the corresponding training image . The assignment matrix ,

and , is formed in the following way:

if

otherwise.
(15)

In this case, each test image gets assigned with exactly one tag
from the training photo dataset. Based on the assignment matrix

the tags are propagated. If the corresponding value is 1, the
tag associated with training image is propagated to the test
image . If the corresponding value is 0, no tag is propagated.

C. User Trust Modeling

The goal of the user trust modeling module is to measure trust
or reliability of the users in geotagging.
Different users are introduced into the system. They perform

annotation of a small set of images through geotagging. The
trust module collects all tags from the users or their feedback
on tags, and aggregate them to produce trust values. For a
given trust model described in Section III, the user trust values

, , are calculated. Only tags from users
who are trusted are propagated to other photos in the dataset.
In other words, if the user trust value , exceeds a
predefined threshold , then all his/her tags are propagated.
Otherwise, none of his/her tags are propagated. Also, based on
this user trust value, the user might be flagged as a legitimate
user, if or spammer, if .
As a final outcome of the whole system, only geotags coming

from trusted users are propagated to the same landmark found
in the nontagged set of images.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The effectiveness of the proposed system for automatic geo-
tagging based on user trust modeling is demonstrated through
a set of experiments on an image database containing various
landmarks. Furthermore, several techniques for trust modeling,
described in Section III, are compared and contrasted to each
other in detail.

A. Dataset

A dataset of images was created by us as part of the reported
work in [4] to evaluate the proposed geotag propagationmethod.
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Fig. 4. Sample landmarks for each of the 22 cities within the dataset. The
dataset covers a large variety of landmarks including buildings, bridges, mon-
uments, etc.

Fig. 5. Recognition rate for all landmarks. Each row represents one city from
our dataset and the right three columns represent three landmarks in each city.
The values in the first column are the average recognition rates for each city,
sorted from highest to lowest.

We are interested in images that depict geographically unique
landmarks. For instance, pictures taken by tourists are ideal be-
cause they often focus on the unique and interesting landmarks
of a place. The dataset is obtained from Google Image Search,
Flickr, and Wikipedia by querying the associated tags for fa-
mous landmarks.
The resulting dataset consists of 1320 images: 22 cities (such

as Amsterdam, Barcelona, London, Moscow, Paris) and 3 land-
marks for each of them (objects or areas in those cities, such as
Bird’s Nest Stadium, Sagrada Familia, Reichstag, Golden Gate
Bridge, and Eiffel Tower). Each landmark has 20 image sam-
ples. Fig. 4 shows a single image for a single landmark from
each of the 22 considered cities. Images with a large variety
of view points and distances are considered for each landmark.
Fig. 5 summarizes all cities and landmarks contained in the
dataset.
The dataset is split into a training and a test set. Training

images are chosen carefully so that they provide a wide angle
view of those landmarks without other dominating objects. One
image from each landmark is chosen as a training image. All
other images from the dataset are used as test images.

We manually formed a ground truth data by assigning several
tags describing landmarks depicted in images.

B. Scenarios

The performance of the described geotag propagation
method is evaluated and analyzed in two application scenarios:
tag propagation and user trust scenario. In the tag propaga-
tion scenario , we evaluate our automatic geotag propagation
algorithm without including users and their mistakes in the
annotation process. First, training images are selected for each
landmark. Moreover, for each training image, negative and
positive test pictures are selected. For each landmark, there
are 19 positive images in the test set. Negative images are all
images that do not contain the ground truth landmark, namely
all images which depict one of the other 65 landmarks. This
leads to negative images in the test set. In the
evaluation of this scenario in Section VI-A, we consider the
closed set problem, while evaluation of the open set problem is
described in more details in [4].
In the user trust scenario, we simulate a social network en-

vironment. As explained in Section III-E, due to the lack of
a suitable dataset, which provides user geotags and feedback
from photo sharing website Panoramio, the evaluation of the
user trust scenario in this paper is based on the simulation of the
social network environment. We recruited participants,
among whom 66% were males and 34% were females, aged

(average age was 29), with different backgrounds (archi-
tects, researchers, engineers, doctors, high school students) and
cultural differences (from 8 different countries located mostly in
Europe). Participants were asked to tag photos from the
dataset, putting the name of the landmark depicted in the image.
We collected 3295 tags (658 of them were unique tags) and they
were used to create different user trust models as per Section III.
For the model of Krestel and Chen [8], 12 users were manually
selected as reliable in geotagging. They were researchers and
architects who are assumed to have reliable knowledge of land-
marks due to frequent travels and educational background. After
having created the user trust values , for
all trust models described in Section III, we perform tag propa-
gation based on those annotated images. Selected trust models
are then compared.

C. Evaluation

In this section, the evaluation methods for user driven tag
propagation system are described. Both scenarios, tag propaga-
tion scenario and user trust scenario, are evaluated as a closed
set problem.
A closed set problem can be evaluated using the recognition

rate (accuracy, ). It is defined as the ratio between the num-
bers of correctly suggested tags and overall samples :

(16)

First, ground truth matrix is created for each test image
and of the corresponding training image :

if
otherwise

(17)
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where , , is the number of training
images and is the number of test images.
Second, for tag propagation scenario using object duplicate

detection (ODD) method [24], and are calculated as:

(18)

(19)

where assignment matrix was defined in Section IV-B.
Finally, for the user trust scenario, which combines the tag

propagation method and user trust modeling, and are de-
fined as:

(20)

(21)

where is the threshold for the user trust value, index
and is the number of users. In other words, is the

number of tags (one for each image) for each trusted user and
is the correctly propagated tags among those. A propa-

gated tag is considered correct only if the annotated tag was the
same as the ground truth tag.

VI. RESULTS

A. Results of the Tag Propagation Scenario

Considering only object duplicate detection [24] in the tag
propagation scenario without trust modeling, we compute the
recognition rate for all landmarks in the dataset as shown in
Fig. 5. Each field in the figure is highlighted with the color
ranging in the spectrum from red to blue, with red corresponding
to the recognition rate closer to 1 and blue to the rate closer to
0. First column of the figure shows the average recognition rate
for each city, sorted from highest to lowest values. In the dataset,
we have three landmarks for each city as reflected in the three
right columns of the figure.
The performance of object duplicate detection varies consid-

erably for different cities, but also across the individual land-
marks within a city. To investigate these variations, all land-
marks, according to common visual properties, were divided
into different groups such as castles, churches, bridges, towers/
statues, stadiums, and ground structure. Fig. 6 shows that av-
erage recognition rates vary considerably for each of these cat-
egories. With the average rate of 71% across all the landmarks,
the object duplicate detection demonstrates the highest recog-
nition rate for the castles’ category and the lowest for the sta-
diums’. These results demonstrate that if we rely only on the
object duplicate detection for tags propagation, on average, we
can expect from the accuracy of propagation to be no more than
71%. This expectation, however, is based on the assumption that
all propagated tags are correct and reliable, with no spam tags or
tags mistakenly assigned to images. Therefore, in the extended
more practical scenario, where we assume some images to be

Fig. 6. Recognition rate across the different landmark categories in the closed
set problem (bars) and the recognition rate of all landmarks (dashed line). Land-
marks have been grouped according to their visual characteristics.

tagged wrongly, the accuracy of the propagation may decrease
dramatically. To minimize the impact from the spam or mis-
taken tags on tag propagation, in the next section, we consider
different user trust models and compare their efficiency in fil-
tering out the wrong tags.

B. Results of the User Trust Scenario

To compare different user trust models, we first analyze
the distribution of their trust values given the manually as-
signed tags by the human participants (see Section V-B for
more details). The values for each trust model were computed
as described in Section III. Obtained user trust values were
normalized to 1 for each trust model. Then, the trust values
were split into five equally distributed histogram bins with the
following ranges: , , , , and

. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the total number of
users with trust values in different bins for each of the trust
model. From the results, it can be noted that the distributions
for most of the user trust models are not uniformed. However,
the tags to our dataset assigned by the human participants can
be regarded following a uniform distribution, assuming, par-
ticipants unbiasedly tagged the depicted generally well-known
landmarks. Therefore, useful, adequate, and practical user trust
model should also reflect this uniformity in the gathered tags
from participants. From Fig. 7, we can notice that only two
out of five compared user trust models, Koutrika et al. [5] and
Ivanov et al. [4], demonstrate the uniformity in their assignment
of the trust values to the participated users, while the rest of the
models mark majority of the users as untrusted.
To understand the reasons for such bias in some of the user

trust models, we plotted user trust values given by each ap-
proach to all users in Fig. 8. The figure shows that trust values
vary considerably between different users, but also across dif-
ferent models. For example, trust values of the users enumerated
with 2, 16 and 47 span almost the entire range of the normal-
ized trust value, namely, from 0 to 1, for all selected models.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the normalized trust values for different user trust
models. Different user trust models are depicted with different line colors and
different markers. The results show a wide variety of distributions, mainly not
uniform, which leads to the conclusion that users possess different knowledge
in landmark recognition and thus people are more or less reliable in geotagging.

Fig. 8. Distribution of the normalized trust values for all users by different trust
models. Each user has five trust values given by each of the trust models.

Since it is difficult to compare selected trust models for each
user separately, we also grouped the participants according to
their background. In our experiments, users are split into 6 dif-
ferent categories: researchers (13 users), architects (7 users),
engineers (12 users), doctors (4 users), high school students
(2 users), and others (9 users who did not indicate their back-
ground). By looking at the average trust levels for each group
of users, as shown in Fig. 9, we can observe that the trust values
from Ivanov et al., Koutrika et al. are higher for researchers
and architects than for engineers, doctors, and high school stu-
dents. Researchers and architects had larger number of geotags,
since they travel often and, therefore, have a good knowledge of
landmarks and their locations. High school students had consid-
erably fewer geotags. Therefore, the trust values of researchers
and architects produced by Ivanov et al. and Koutrika et al.
are high, since these models give higher trust values to users
who have more common tags with other users. Doctors and high
school students might travel less, and thus their trust values are

Fig. 9. Average normalized trust values for different groups of users. The user
category “others” is not shown, since the background of these users was not
known.

lower. On the other hand, models by Liu et al. [6] and Xu et
al. [7] give larger trust values to the high school students. The
reason is that these models assign higher trust weight to users
who provide less tags in total but more of which are reliable, i.e.,
common with tags of the other users. One model that stands out
of the rest is by Krestel and Chen [8]. Fig. 8 demonstrates that
one group of users have the highest trust value 1, while the rest
of users are given value about 0.2. The users with trust value
1 are the 12 users that were manually chosen to be the trusted
users to ‘seed’ the algorithm by Krestel and Chen. The reason
for such significant disparity in trust values between the trusted
users and others is that Krestel and Chen’s model was designed
for scenarios when most of the data is spam [8]. Their user trust
model is very sensitive to the tags, which deviate from the tags
by the original set of the trusted users. Therefore, this model
demonstrates such significant bias when used with our set of
geotags from the typical nonmalicious participants.
To analyze the performance of the studied user trust models

in tags propagation scenario, we plot the accuracy of propaga-
tion versus the number of tags in Fig. 10. We vary the number
of propagated tags by adjusting the threshold on what is the ac-
ceptable user trust value of each model. The accuracy of the
tags propagation is computed as the ratio of the correct (based
on the ground truth) tags to the total number of tags assigned
(propagated) to images. The maximum number of propagated
tags can be much higher than the number of images, since sev-
eral tags can be assigned to an image by different users. Each
tag is propagated to different images. Therefore the curves in the
Fig. 10 show a trade-off between propagating tags to more im-
ages but less accurately and propagating tags to less images but
more accurately. The black marker indicates the average tag-
ging accuracy of the system when neither the user trust model
nor automated tag propagation is used. In our experiments, it
corresponds to users assigning tags to im-
ages (47 users in our experiments with each of them tagging
66 images at least once). The resulted average tagging accuracy
is 52%. This accuracy is equivalent to what currently Flickr or
Panoramio have, where users simply tag photos independently
with no propagation used.
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Fig. 10. Recognition rate of the geotag propagation system versus the number
of the propagated tags. Different user trust models are depicted with different
line colors and markers.

However, by using automated tag propagation that relies on
the trust model based on user feedback, we can improve the ac-
curacy of the tagging system and propagate more tags to the
untagged images in the dataset. This improvement is illustrated
by the left part of the blue curve (our method), which is above
the average user trust value of 52%. It means that more than
6600 tags (see Fig. 10) can be propagated, twice more than
without a trust model, from the trusted users, while keeping ac-
curacy higher above 52%.Other trust-basedmethods, such as by
Koutrika et al., also perform well, though, they show less im-
pressive results than the tag propagation based on our user trust
model. However, the advantage of the algorithm by Koutrika et
al. is that it is simple and does not need any ground truth or seed
data. Methods of Liu et al., Xu et al., and Krestel and Chen are
not able to perform well in the tag propagation scenario. Our
method showed good performance in this simulated social net-
work environment, since the algorithm includes users’ tagging
behavior through feedback from other people as an important
factor in calculating trust value, rather than simply relying on
the user contributed tags.
To further justify the usage of trust modeling in the automatic

landmark tagging system, we measure the accuracy of prop-
agation and the percentage of the number of propagated tags
versus the threshold set for the user trust modeling. The results
are shown in Fig. 11 for the socially-driven approach by Ivanov
et al. The optimal accuracy using object duplicate detection for
geotag propagation is 71%. However, in this scenario the error
of the user tagging step leads to a decrease of the performance.
This error is caused by wrong tags given by the users. The op-
timal results can be reached if we set the threshold to a high
value, but then the number of propagated tags becomes very
low. On the other hand, when the threshold is low, more tags
are propagated. These curves could be used to determine an
appropriate threshold for the user trust model. The higher the
threshold for the user trust model is, the more reliable the geotag
propagation system is. At a threshold of 0, the accuracy of the
system is equal to that without a user trust model, since all the

Fig. 11. Recognition rate of the geotag propagation system and the percentage
of the propagated tags versus the threshold for the user trust modeling in the
socially-driven approach by Ivanov [4].

user tags are propagated. In this case the accuracy of the system
is 34%. This additionally confirms that the accuracy of propaga-
tion can be significantly improved by including trust modeling
in the automatic landmark tagging system.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented different techniques for user
trust modeling that are suitable for geotagging and can be used
in geotag propagation systems. The problem of having trust-
worthy geotags of the content is important in social networks,
because of their increasing popularity as means of sharing in-
terests and information. Especially photo sharing and tagging is
becoming more and more popular. Among other tags, geotags
in form of geographical locations provide efficient information
for grouping or retrieving images. Since manual annotation of
these tags is time consuming, automatic tag propagation based
on visual similarity offers a very interestingly good solution.
The particular focus of this paper is on the system for auto-

matic geotag propagation by associating locations with distinc-
tive landmarks and using object duplicate detection for tag prop-
agation. The adopted graph-based approach reliably establishes
the correspondence between a small set of tagged images and a
large set of untagged images. Based on these correspondences
and a trust value of the model derived for each user, only reliable
geotags are propagated, which leads to a decrease of tagging ef-
forts. We have analyzed the performance of the tag propagation
alone which leads to a promising average accuracy of 71% over
all the landmarks. We have also shown that the performance
varies considerably among different landmark types depending
on their visual characteristics. We have analyzed the influence
of wrongly annotated tags, which causes even more wrongly
propagated tags in the database. Several trust models were eval-
uated and compared. The results show that by propagating tags
based on the trust modeling relying on users’ tagging behavior,
the larger number of tags (more than twice) can be propagated
with the same accuracy compared to using other trust models
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that simply rely on the user contributed tags or if using no trust
modeling at all.
Since this type of comparative study is a pioneering work,

a future study may consider a more careful selection of partic-
ipants, for example, equal distribution of participated users in
terms of group sizes and background. In this paper, we com-
pared trust modelling for automatic tagging considering closed
set problem, as we could precisely measure number of tags in
the system. However, we expect that the open set problemwould
also work fairly good, granted that we have a “good” thresh-
olding method for object duplicate detection step. Most of the
current techniques for noise and spam reduction focus only on
textual tag processing and user profile analysis, while visual fea-
tures of multimedia content can also provide useful informa-
tion about the relevance of the content and content-tag relation-
ship. In the future, a promising research direction would be to
combinemultimedia content analysis with conventional tag pro-
cessing and user profile analysis.
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